
Flag Football Study Guide 

 

Skills to Know 

 

Throwing 

 Grip (pointer above threads and skip a space) 

 Elbow up 

 Tomahawk chop 

 Follow throw across body 

 Flip wrist 

 

Catching 

 If the ball is in front at medium or high levels use Diamond hands (pointer 

and thumb make diamond shape) 

 Use finger pads 

 If the ball is low or over your shoulders use pinky-to-pinky 

 Use finger pads 

 Tuck the ball into bicep and under arm with an eagle claw 

 Eagle claw-pointer and middle finger spread over the tip of the ball. 

 

Snapping 

 Straddle stance really wide 

 Both hands on ball out in front 

 Look at the quarter back 

 Throw the ball high through your legs 

 Quarter back is 3 steps back 

 Gator hands 

 Ready, set, go (snap count) 

 

Terminology to Know 

Snap-starts each play with center throwing ball throw legs. 

Line of scrimmage-imaginary line, side line-to-side line that is even with the ball. 

Shadow block-is a way to get in opponents way and shield them from your 

teammates without touching them. 

Off sides-crossing the line of scrimmage before the ball is snapped. 

Cushion-distance between the offensive player and the defender when the 

offensive player is running a pass pattern.   

Kick off –the ball is placed on a tee and kicked at the beginning of the game and 

after each score. 

 

Rules to know 

 Pull the ball carriers flag to stop their forward motion. 

 Drop flag where it was pulled. 

 Do not hold onto opponents clothing or body to pull their flag. 

 Do not attempt to flag guard (Hide your flag or hold onto it). 



 Start each game with paper, rock, and scissors.   The loser kicks off to the 

other team. 

 Kick off to the other team after each touch down. 

 Touch downs occur when a team enters opponent’s end zone with the ball.  

  No fumbles are allowed. 

 Incomplete pass results in ball placed at the previous line of scrimmage. 

 Each team has 6 downs to score. 

 A down is a chance to score. 

 No one can cross the line of scrimmage until the ball is snapped. 

 Each team has 15 seconds to call a play in their huddle. 

 

Strategy to Know 

 Punt the ball if it is the last down and you are not near opponent’s end zone. 

 Short passes are easier to catch and throw than long passes. 

 Always try to trick the defense that you are running a fly pattern. 

 Have the quarter back call the plays so there is no confusion. 

 When playing defense, make sure to cover an opponent before they snap the 

ball. 

 Have each offensive player run a different pass pattern each play. 

 Throw to different receivers. 

 

Pass Patterns to Know 
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